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We can’t be the only ones happy to see September – 

it’s been a hot summer at the sanctuary! Of course, the 

chimps have kept cool by enjoying plenty of extra naps in 

the shade and a few sugar-free popsicles in the afternoon, 

but we know they’re happy to see fall on the horizon too.

Cooler weather isn’t the only reason we’re looking forward 

to fall, though: we also have new arrivals on the way! This 

fall we’ll welcome nearly 20 new retirees to the sanctuary, 

and we can’t wait to introduce them to you and show 

them what the Chimp Life is all about. 

While more than 250 residents are currently enjoying 

their retirement at Chimp Haven, there are still more 
than 200 chimpanzees in research facilities, waiting 
for their turn to come to sanctuary. Chimp Haven is 

committed to working with the federal government and 

research facilities to transfer the chimpanzees as quickly 

and safely as possible, but there are currently many 
challenges in getting them here. 

Some research facilities have attempted to convince 

the National Institutes of Health (NIH) and the public 

that chimpanzees should retire in place, at the research 

facility, while another facility has delayed the transport of 

more than 50 chimpanzees they have deemed too fragile 

to transport. We feel strongly that all chimps deserve 

sanctuary retirement and we certainly don’t want to leave 

any behind unnecessarily. We propose that these chimps 

should be evaluated by an independent veterinarian and 

behaviorist to ensure they they receive a fair chance to 

come to Chimp Haven. 

As we work through these issues, we are aware that 
the clock is ticking for these chimps. Your ongoing 

support will help us welcome them home as quickly as 
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possible and ensure that every last chimp in research 

gets their chance to experience life at the sanctuary.  
If you would like to support these chimps and help 
Chimp Haven successfully welcome our fall arrivals, 
we have included a return envelope for this purpose. 
We are so grateful for your support.  

To that end, we continue to make great progress on 

a big expansion that will help us make space for the 

chimpanzees remaining in research facilities. This 

summer, enclosures and moats for three new, multi-

acre forested habitats were installed and work began 

on new state-of-the-art veterinary suites that will help 
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A look behind the sanctuary’s most 
fascinating attachment items

CHIMP ‘BABIES’

If you’ve met Opal, you’ve no doubt met Opal’s keys. 

Since the 38-year-old arrived at the sanctuary in 2016, 

it’s hard to remember a time when she didn’t have her 

beloved set of plastic toy keys in tow. Where she goes, 

they go. 

Opal is particular about who gets to “babysit” her keys. 

Only a few trusted chimps in her group have earned 

the right to safeguard her most prized possession 

when she has more pressing matters to attend to (like 

charming a caregiver for extra fruit snacks). 

Opal isn’t the only chimp with a special item which care 

staff refer to as “babies” – far from it, in fact. Fanny loves 

her stuffed monkey. Sheena used to carry a troll doll 

wherever she went. Violet had a very serious, long-term 

love affair with a Sponge Bob Square Pants toy. 

While many chimps gravitate toward stuffed animals, 

others are not limited to soft, cuddly “babies.” Alice’s 

baby is a rubber boot. Elijah’s is a big, blue 50-gallon 

barrel. 

Regardless of how or where the baby presents itself, 

one thing remains the same: the chimps love these 

attachment items, and often take great care to take 

their babies along wherever they go. 

The reasons why some chimps develop attachment to 

our team keep the retirees healthy and thriving. We’re in 

the middle of raising funds for this important expansion, 

which is on track to be completed in Fall 2019. We would 

love to have your support as we make the space to 

bring all remaining research chimps home. Learn more 

about how you can help at chimphaven.org/expansion-

campaign/. 

Thank you for your continued support of our more than 

250 happy retirees (and counting!). We look forward 

to celebrating with you as the sanctuary grows and 

welcomes more chimpanzees in the coming months. 

...continued on page 3
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items while others don’t vary. Some chimps seem to use 

their babies as comfort items, and some enjoy having 

ownership over an item that is all theirs, while others 

relish in the responsibility of caring for their items the 

way they might care for a baby chimp.

Whatever the motivation, the chimps’ “babies” provide 

them with happier, fuller lives and provide care staff 

with endless entertainment. 

Take Elijah and his blue barrel, for example. In addition 

to choosing a seemingly odd item as a baby, Elijah also 

created endless hijinks when it came to carrying the 

barrel indoors and outdoors. Often the barrel would 

create a bottleneck at his bedroom door, but that didn’t 

stop Elijah from making sure his baby came inside at 

naptime. 

Over time, most chimps outgrow their babies or 

go through phases where a new item catches their 

attention for a while. Some though, care for their babies 
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CHIMP HAVEN IN THE NEWS

“Human beings doing something for a different species. It’s a rare collaboration and the hope is 
that all chimps now living in labs will soon enough be able to make their way here to live out their 
lives in peace and freedom.” – Chimp Haven Board Chair, Steve Ross, in the Chicago Tribune’s 
recent article about efforts to bring former research chimpanzees to sanctuary. Read the full 
article at chimphaven.org/about-us/news. 

Violet and her beloved Sponge Bob

for a lifetime. 

Everyone at the sanctuary remembers the sweet 

relationship between Grandma and her stuffed chimps 

and gorillas. It was clear she had, at some point in her 

life, been a real life chimp “auntie” in the ways she doted 

on her stuffed animals. While Grandma passed in 2015 

at nearly 62 years old, staff still loves to remember how 

she sweetly cared for her babies. 

“She would hug and kiss them when she was reunited 

with them after a bath and take them everywhere,” 

remembers Caregiver Erin Loeser. “Often she wouldn’t 

shift outside until she had her baby with her, so care 

staff would tell her, ‘Go get your baby, Grandma!’ and 

she’d get it and then shift.”

For many chimps like Grandma, having a “baby” to love 

makes their time at sanctuary all the sweeter, and the 

care team is happy to oblige. 

Grandma cradles one of her “babies”
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UPCOMING EVENTS
Chimpanzee Discovery Day
Chimps, learning, and pant-hoots await at these 
family-friendly discovery events, offered just a 
few times per year. 

There are just two chances left to visit the 
sanctuary this year! Learn more at chimphaven.
org/events or @ChimpHaven on social media.

Chimp, Chat & Chew
Take a closer look at the Chimp Life with these 
exclusive behind-the-scenes tours. Space is 
limited, so reserve your spot today by calling 
318-925-9575!

Saturday, October 20

Saturday, November 17
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MY FAVORITE CHIMP
Everyone at Chimp Haven has a favorite chimp 

who’s stolen their hearts – and they love to sing 

their praises! Meet Jordan, a Chimp Haven Care 

Giver and her favorite chimp, Bo.

“My favorite chimp is Bo. I think he’s so 

handsome and he has the most soulful 

eyes. He has some boisterous displays and 

can come across a little rough-around-

the-edges, but I was determined to win his 

favor, so I spent a lot of time playing with 

him and found out that he really loves to 

bounce – that’s his favorite form of play. We 

bounce every morning when I come in. I 

knew I’d won him over when he presented 

his “buns” for me to groom one day! I’ll 

never forget it. That’s a big deal in the 

chimp world!”
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Lives you’ve touched - spring arrivals

LORI
Don’t let her grumpy face fool you: 

Lori has a megawatt personality that 

has made her universally adored by 

care staff. She also has some serious 

hand-eye coordination. This girl can 

catch! She is also a welcome break 

from the “throwing” that some of 

the other chimps do, if you catch our 

drift. We love you, Lori! 

Randy
See that big, confident guy with 

the amazing hair? That’s Randy. 

At first glance, you’d never guess 

the kind, soft chimp hiding under 

that tough-looking exterior.  During 

introductions with other male 

chimps he provides a nice, calm 

presence that puts everyone at ease. 

And obviously he’s total hair goals, 

but he pretends not to know it. 

HEIDI
Heidi struts to the beat of her own 

drum. She’s not one to get caught 

up in the latest batch of bananas – 

in fact, she doesn’t seem to care for 

bananas at all. But what she does 

love is to sit back and soak in this big 

new life of hers. You’ll usually catch 

her secretly keeping a close eye on 

her group while pretending she 

doesn’t notice them. We’ll crack that 

cool exterior of hers eventually!

DONNIE
Donnie is a guy who wears his heart 

on his sleeve. He loves to show and 

receive attention from care staff. 

We’re working on getting this teddy 

bear to show that same affection to 

his fellow chimps, and when he does 

we’re sure he’s going to be the most 

popular guy in his group!

DEVON
Little, mighty Devon has no desire 

to be the alpha male, but there’s 

no denying he puts in his time at 

the gym. He’s seriously muscular, 

kind and supportive – exactly what 

you’d want in a workout buddy. He’s 

settled into his group nicely – it’s as 

if he’s been there all along – and we 

can’t wait to see how he flourishes. 

BRYAN
This big guy has no doubts about 

who should be in charge – him! He’s 

one of the most physically strong 

chimps around, and he reminds 

everyone of that fact every chance 

he gets. Just when you think you’ve 

got Bryan figured out, he surprises 

you with a burst of sweet energy 

that makes you see him in a totally 

different light. We’re so glad you’re 

home, Bryan!
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MEET THE NEW COLONY DIRECTOR
This summer, Michelle Reininger took the reins as 

Colony Director at the sanctuary after serving on the 

Animal Care team for five years. A native of South 

Dakota, Michelle began her career at a Texas sanctuary 

working with big cats, bears, wolves, and chimpanzees. 

We sat down with Michelle to learn more about her path 

to Colony Director and what she hopes to achieve with 

her team. 

Chimp Haven: Did you always know you wanted to work with 
chimps?    

Michelle: When I was a little girl, I loved to look at my 

mom’s collection of National Geographic magazines. 

My favorites were always the ones with Jane Goodall 

and the stories about the chimps. There was something 

about chimpanzees that just drew me in. Being able to 

share my days with them, now, is living my dream life.

How did you come to work with chimps, and what led you to 
Chimp Haven?    

I grew up in South Dakota and there are not a lot of 

opportunities to work with great apes, but I kept hoping. 

I moved to Texas for college and got a job working in a 

sanctuary with big cats, bears, wolves, monkeys – and 

chimpanzees! I loved my job, but when the sanctuary 

was forced to declare bankruptcy I spent three years 

working with other organizations to find homes for more 

than 400 animals. Some of our chimpanzees moved to 

Chimp Haven (including my favorite boy, Pierre), and 

once all the animals were re-homed and the sanctuary 

was officially closed, I was able to join the Chimp Haven 

team. 

What’s your favorite thing about working with the chimps? 

Each chimp has his or her own personality and it is a joy 

to get to know them. Like people, some are extroverts, 

while others are shy. I love the sassy ones, because they 

don’t ever compromise who they are.  

What do you think makes your team at Chimp Haven special?  
My team is made up of some of the most compassionate, 

intelligent, and resilient people that I have known. They 

are dedicated to providing the chimps with the best 

care possible and will take on any challenge with a smile. 

Everyone has a funny story about one of the chimps 

and they support one another at all times. I have great 

admiration for each and every one of them.  

What do you hope to accomplish over the next couple of years?  
Every individual in every department has the same 

goal – giving the chimps the best life possible.  We have 

different departments – Husbandry, Behavior, Veterinary, 

etc. – but at heart, we are a big family.  The chimps are 

our priority and the care they receive is second to none. 

In addition, I would like to help create opportunities 

to share the stories of our chimps and to make people 

aware of what an amazing place Chimp Haven is.

Who’s your favorite chimp and why?  
Pierre! I have known Pierre for 18 years and we just 

clicked from the first time we met in 2000.  He is a big 

boisterous male that is known for his exuberant displays 

that make him seem like a tough guy.  However, upon 

inspection, he is a big softie, who likes to have his chin 

rubbed with a spoon.  

Michelle Reininger , Colony Director


